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Editor’s Letter
Dear Readers,

We are back with another exciting issue. Fashion is making waves around the globe and has reached to
the heights of glamour and sophistication. Wedding season just take over the fashion world and there
can so many happenings, promotions and fashion shows be seen! So is the recent PFDC L’Oreal Paris
Bridal Week, which brought some fantastic designer collections and we let you have sneak peak at the
event and the latest bridal collection of participating designers straight from the ramp!
Take ride through the Dairy of the month, rumors, tweets and reel review pages to stay abreast of all
the box office happenings, what your favorite celebs are upto and what buzz is making around, B’town
rumors that we heard and lots more! On style pages we keep you update with the most wanted winter
trend the Jogging Trousers!
Syncmag being the official media partner of the event, brings you the exclusive coverage of most thrilling
music concert of crooner Runa Laila organized by Sky Lawn in Montreal. We have also included features
on hearty religious events like Eid-Ul-Adha, Deewali and Dusheera etc.
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Tete A Tete

Obama Backs Suu Kyi Bid To Change Constitution

India-Pakistan Tensions Set To Sour Regional Summit

Nawaz, Merkel Meeting Underway

NEW DELHI: India’s new premier heads to his first South Asia
summit this week seeking stronger regional integration in the face
of growing Chinese influence, but experts see little hope of progress
while tensions with Pakistan persist. The region’s first summit in three
years follows some of the worst cross-border violence in Kashmir
in a decade, and comes as Nato-led
troops prepare to pull out of Afghanistan,
intensifying the India-Pakistan rivalry
as the countries vie for influence there.
New Prime Minister Narendra Modi
launched a charm offensive on India’s
neighbours after winning a landslide election victory this year, raising
hopes he would reinvigorate the South Asian Association for Regional
Cooperation (Saarc). The Washington-based Brookings Institution
said Modi had “boldly stroked new hope for the future of Saarc” after
a dismal past performance that earned it a reputation as the “unruly
stepchild” of international organisations. But expectations of progress
at the summit have dimmed in recent weeks “owing to the escalation
along the India-Pakistan border beyond the quotidian skirmishes that
typically characterise this region”, Brookings said in a recent briefing.
Modi raised hopes of a softening in relations with Islamabad when he
invited all the Saarc leaders, including Nawaz Sharif, to his swearingin.But any hopes of a reconciliation were dashed when India angrily
cancelled senior-level talks with Pakistan just months later.

BERLIN: The meeting between Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif and German Chancellor Angela Merkel
is underway here on Tuesday.Prior to the meeting
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif was presented a guard
of honour by the German Army.The prime minister was
greeted by Angela
Merkel upon his arrival
at the Chancellor
House. During Prime
Minister
Nawaz
Sharif’s welcome the
national anthems of both nations were played. The
prime minister introduced the German Chancellor to
the Pakistani delegation which is traveling with him
to Germany. Earlier, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif
invited German entrepreneurs to invest in Pakistan
and participate in its privatization process, assuring it
will be transparent and strictly in accordance with the
international best practices. “Pakistan is one of the most
investor friendly countries in the world. We allow 100pc
foreign ownership with no limit on repatriation of profits
dividends or other funds in the currency of the country
of origin,” the Prime Minister said while addressing the
Investment Forum here. He said Pakistan would like
to expand FDI (foreign direct investment) in energy,
infrastructure, development, food, pharmaceutical,
chemicals, engineering, agriculture and agro based
industry mining and oil and gas exploration.The Prime
Minister said: “Energy sector is our highest priority and
our biggest concern. Unless we overcome the problem
of power shortages swiftly and effectively there can be
no meaningful development in the country.” He said
Pakistan was focusing on improving the efficiency
of existing power plants addressing problems of
power generation and distribution. At the same time
we have embarked on a massive programme of
power generation from all available sources including
hydel, coal, solar and wind, he added. Nawaz Sharif
said he believed that entrepreneurship would lead
to Pakistan’s economic prosperity. Our government
therefore accords high importance to facilitating private
sector enterprises to expand business in Pakistan. “we
have competitive, thriving and growing private markets
in the banking and telecommunication sectors,” he
added. The Prime Minister said his government had an
ambitious privatization programme which aimed to shift
the role of public sector to regulation from management.
“I invite you all to participate in the privatization process
which will be transparent and strictly in accordance with
international best practices,” he added.

Push Childcare As Part Of ‘Public Good’ In Coming
Election, Educators Told
WINNIPEG: One of the NDP’s elder statesmen says the debate about
a national childcare program needs to be reframed if backers want to
have any success in the next federal election. Stephen Lewis told a
national gathering of some 500 childcare
educators and activists that childcare
should be framed as a “public good” as
Canadians debate the issue going into
the next federal election. “I would argue
that early childhood education and care
is a public good,” said Lewis, a former
Canadian ambassador to the UN. “A public good like healthcare.” The
federal Conservatives, Lewis said, have turned the debate into one
about “tax policy and benefits.” “It has absolutely nothing to do with
childcare,” Lewis said. “Why would anyone allow them to sell that?”
ewis, a former Ontario NDP leader, addressed a packed hotel ballroom
on the first night of this three-day conference where educators and
activists are trying to set a political roadmap to push federal leaders
towards a national childcare program. “Everything you’re doing here
at this conference is a matter of politics,” he said. “This speaks to the
fabric of the nation. You’re engaged in nation-building and that is an
ideological phenomenon.” Many here feel the issue has largely fallen
off the federal radar.
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Obama Backs Suu Kyi Bid To
Change Constitution

Israel Lifts Age Bar On
Jerusalem Mosque Prayers

YANGON: US President Barack Obama on Friday urged
Myanmar to hold “free, fair and inclusive” elections as he
threw his weight behind a bid by opposition leader Aung San
Suu Kyi to change a constitution
that bars her from the presidency.
Obama held talks with fellow Nobel
laureate Suu Kyi at her lakeside
villa in Myanmar´s commercial
capital Yangon, after arriving from
the capital Naypyidaw where he
discussed the nation´s troubled
reform process with President
Thein Sein.Speaking at a joint press conference he warned
Myanmar´s reforms since shedding outright military rule
in 2011 were by “no means complete or irreversible” and
called for “free, fair and inclusive” elections in the nation,
where Suu Kyi and her party are set to contest crucial polls
next year. Suu Kyi, who has publicly stated her desire to be
president, is barred from the top office by a constitutional
clause ruling out anyone with foreign spouse or children from
the presidency. Her late husband and two sons are British
and the democracy champion is seeking an amendment.
Using strong language, Obama took up the issue telling
reporters that “the amendment process needs to reflect
inclusion rather than exclusion.”

JERUSALEM: Men of all ages will be allowed to attend the
main weekly Muslim prayers Friday at Jerusalem´s flashpoint AlAqsa mosque compound for the first time in “months”, a police
spokesman said. “No age limit on the
Temple Mount, we´re hoping things will
be calm and quiet today,” spokesman
Mickey Rosenfeld told. He was using
the Jewish term for the Old City holy
site that has been the scene of repeated
disturbances for months. He added that
“extra police units were deployed in
Jerusalem this morning to prevent any
incidents in and around the Old City.” Rosenfeld linked the decision
to lift age restrictions to talks in Jordan on Thursday after which US
Secretary of State John Kerry said steps were agreed between
King Abdullah II and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
to lower tensions at the mosque compound. “Firm commitments”
were made to maintain the status quo at the compound, holy
to both Jews and Muslims, in Israeli-annexed east Jerusalem,
Kerry said at a press conference with Jordanian Foreign Minister
Nasser Judeh. Israel and Jordan, which has custodial rights at the
compound, also agreed to take steps to “de-escalate the situation”
in Jerusalem and to “restore confidence”. “We are not going to lay
out each practical step. It is more important they be done in a quiet
and effective way,” Kerry said.

Israeli Cabinet Approves Nationality Bill

For Many Young British Muslims, Tug Of
Peace Is Stronger Than Pull Of War

JERUSALEM: Israel’s cabinet approved a contentious bill
on Sunday to officially define it as the nation-state of the
Jewish people, a move that looks to further inflame tensions
with Arab Israelis and Palestinians and potentially shake
up the ruling coalition government.
The bill, which still needs to be
passed in parliament to become a
law, ostensibly looks to define Israel’s
existing Jewish nature into law. But
its various versions have drawn
accusations that it will undermine the
country’s democratic character, and
some rights groups have even denounced it as racist. The
vote comes at a time of soaring tensions between Arabs and
Jews and a wave of violent attacks, including last week’s
deadly assault on a Jerusalem synagogue in which two
Palestinians killed five people with guns and meat cleavers.
The Israeli government vowed to respond to the wave of
violence with harsh new measures, including a proposal to
strip Palestinian attackers of their residency rights. Israel
has already resumed a controversial policy of demolishing
Palestinian attackers’ homes. rime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu said the nationality bill was needed to anchor
both Israel’s Jewish and democratic nature.
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BIRMINGHAM: For some British Muslims, the path to jihad
and the path to peaceful aid work can traverse much of the
same terrain. From an office in Britain’s
second largest city, Waseem Iqbal and a
friend are planning a trip to the Middle East.
In Jordan, they will bring food packages for
Syrian refugees. Iqbal, 27, chose charity
work not violence. “How do you save
innocents in Syria? By going into a war zone
and getting yourself killed? Or by... bringing
people water pumps, schools and food packages? This is what
saves innocents,” he said. Iqbal knows others who have taken
a different path. Two acquaintances, young British men, were
arrested and charged under Britain’s terrorism laws. They were
a world apart, Iqbal says, but they had one thing in common:
anger. For authorities struggling to prevent young Muslims from
joining the wars in Syria and Iraq, understanding what drives
these men is key. Over 500 British citizens have travelled to
Syria, officials estimate. Prime Minister David Cameron has
warned that militants could return to attack the West. “I made a
promise to be a better Muslim and quit all the things I had been
doing cold turkey.”
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Makeup Rules
Applying makeup has its own rules that vary from place to place. When
it comes to work beauty remedies, less is more! Here is some beauty
and make up mistakes that you should avoid when it comes to work.

1- Super-Long Nails: Nails need to be squat, tidy, 5- Wearing Glitter: When selecting eye shade and
powder for work, avoid all that shimmer, sparkles, or
groomed and lightly painted in neutral shades.
frosts. That should be kept for night out as these are
2- Constantly Re-Applying Makeup At Your Desk: remarkable only in the evening and in the dark.
The representation of a lady employee who keeps on
powdering her face and using lipstick is not professional. 6-Heavy Eyeliner: While sitting close in a conference
The privacy of the lady’s room can be used, if you need with your clients or colleagues, thick black eyeliner
to secure your make up.
may be a bit distracting. Moreover, it has the ability to
smudge after long hours of work. Keep it simple, and
3-Going Bare-Faced To Work: You should look your best thin!
at work. Applying a little concealer, powder and light
lipstick would be adequate. If you didn’t have the time 7- Bright Lipstick And Dark Lip Liner: it is a general rule,
in the morning, carry your make up pouch with you, and weather you are on work or not. Never apply super
bright lipstick outlined by a dark lip liner. It just doesn’t
do it in the ladies room when you reach
look good!
4- Wearing Too Much Mascara: Few things looks awful
on the eyes like flaking mascara caused by applying layer 8-Lipstick On The Teeth: When applying lipstick, make
over layer on your eyelashes. Make sure to clean off sure it’s a thin coating so it won’t smudge on your teeth.
yesterday’s mascara before going to bed, and applying
a new fresh coating in the morning.
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Nov - 30th Nov 2014
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For information contact:

514-360-3760
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Happy
Dilwali
5 TIPS FOR GETTING A GREAT
FAMILY PICTURE

Today I want to share a few tips on how to Don’t stress but do consider. There are a
get great family photos while having a lot of few great tips you can think about when
fun together.
choosing your family’s outfits.
1. Find a great photographer. Find someone
who is easy-going
and fun. This can
mean
using
a
professional, or even
a
friend.
Taking
pictures can actually
be a really fun family
activity if you treat it
that way and have
a photographer who
helps set that tone.

i) Consider the location and background.
ii) Consider each family members
personality.
iii) Consider what each members of your
family is wearing to avoid clashing.

2. Keep the family photo shoot quick. If you
are at all like my family, the babies can only
smile and sit still for so long. Keep it quick
so that way they have fun memories from 4. Think of poses that you want beforehand.
picture day.
This will save you a lot of time. Don’t get to
the photo shoot without a plan, especially if
3. Try not to stress about your outfit and you have babies. A plan will not only save
how you look. And if that little sentence you time, but it will also ensure that you get
didn’t help your everything you are hoping for. If you need
stress levels just ideas Pinterest has more than enough.
remember that I
accidentally
cut 5. Bring a prop. If you have young children,
my bangs two days have the photographer use a moving
before our family stuffed animal or some kind of prop to make
pictures were taken them smile. For instance, bring a singing
and I survived. And dog and sure your children will be giggling
we even got great and laughing. That little prop made taking
shots.
Miracles pictures really enjoyable.
happen.
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Nov - 30th Nov 2014
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HEALTH BENEFITS
OF POMEGRANATE JUICE
Several Recent Studies Have Shown Significant Potential Health Benefits From
Drinking Pomegranate Juice. Here Are Ten...!!!

1.Fights Breast Cancer
Studies show that pomegranate juice destroys breast cancer
cells while leaving healthy cells alone. It may also prevent
breast cancer cells from forming.
2.Lung Cancer Prevention
Studies in mice show that pomegranate juice may inhibit the
development of lung cancer.
3.Slows Prostate Cancer
It slowed the growth of prostate cancer in mice.
4. Keeps PSA Levels Stable
In a study of 50 men who had undergone treatment for prostate
cancer, 8 ounces of pomegranate juiceper day kept PSA
levels stable, reducing the need for further treatment such as
chemotherapy or hormone therapy.
5. Protects the Neonatal Brain
Studies show that maternal consumption of pomegranate juice
may protect the neonatal brain from damage after injury.

6. Prevention of Osteoarthritis
Several studies indicate that pomegranate juice may prevent
cartilage deterioration.
7. Protects the Arteries
It prevents plaque from building up in the arteries and may
reverse previous plaque buildup.
8. Alzheimer’s Disease Prevention
It may prevent and slow Alzheimer’s disease. In one study, mice
bred to develop Alzheimer’s disease were given pomegranate
juice. They accumulated significantly less amyloid plaque than
control mice and they performed mental tasks better.
9. Lowers Cholesterol
It lowers LDL (bad cholesterol) and raises HDL (good
cholesterol).
10. Lowers Blood Pressure
One study showed that drinking 1.7 ounces of pomegranate
juice per day lowered systolic blood pressure by as much as
5 percent.
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Shopping Guide
Your Holidays just got a whole lot
brighter!

PASHEN

THE ROW

Crochet dress

Tonpell reversible virgin
wool and angora-blend
cape

DOLCE &
GABBANA
Lace and silk-blend
organza gown
$142.00

£3,980

EUGENIA KIM

£5,485

Magritte alpaca beanie
£140

ALEXANDER
MCQUEEN
Skull-print silk
chiffon scarf

Ivory mock
neck sweater
Description Why It’s
Ethical Details

£165

EUGENIA KIM
Darien suede-trimmed
printed canvas cap
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£155

$196.00
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LANVIN
PIPPA SMALL

Miss Lanvin snow globe

Karat Gold Necklace
£210
£4,500

PIPPA SMALL
18-Karat Gold
Tourmaline Earrings

£18,000

ANYA HINDMARCH
OSCAR DE LA
RENTA

£275

Silver-Plated Crystal
Earrings

Girlie Stuff
textured-leather pouch

£135

£1,305

M2MALLETIER
Amor Fati leather
shoulder bag

LUMINOX

Recon Pointman Watch

£325
£1,030

ASSOULINE

£800

Set of three Chanel by
François Baudot and
Françoise Aveline hardcover
books

BOTTEGA VENETA
Snake, Patent-Leather
And Suede Ankle Boots
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Shopping Guide
STELLA
MCCARTNEY

DOLCE & GABBANA
Printed Modal And
Cashmere-Blend Scarf

Draped tie-dyed silk
crepe top

SMYTHSON
Panama textured
leather jewelry box
£315

£18,000

£750

EUGENIA KIM
DANIELA VILLEGAS
Lorelei 18-karat rose
gold multi-stone
necklace

£210

Caterina Leopard-Print
Wool-Felt Hat

HARLOTTE
OLYMPIA
Lace, satin, faux suede
and leather Christmas
stocking

£11,000

£225

PIPPA SMALL
18-Karat Gold Opal Ring

£5,000

For More Visit: http://www.shopethica.com
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Nov - 30th Nov 2014
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9 Non-Traditional And Fun Ways To Celebrate
Christmas This Year

Ways To Celebrate Christmas that are non-traditional
can sometimes be difficult to accept when you are
used to doing things one way for so long, but they
can also be fun to experience! There are ways to
shake #things up if you are looking for some change.
I’ve written this article with neat suggestions on nontraditional and fun ways to celebrate Christmas in
hopes that you might find a great idea. Please continue
reading for some top ideas to celebrate Christmas that
will be unique, interesting, and fun!

agrees on, and celebrate Christmas in the same way
that country does it! Decorate your home in a similar
style, prepare your food in the same manner, and
choose traditions from this country to carry out in your
own home! It will be an interesting experience for
everyone.

3. GO ON VACATION
I love this idea for non-traditional ways to celebrate
Christmas! Instead of staying at home, pack everyone
off on a mini-getaway! Could be a cabin up in the
1. SKIP THE GIFT EXCHANGE
mountains somewhere, a beach resort, or a family
One of the most popular non-traditional ways to favorite. No matter where you choose, it will be noncelebrate Christmas is by skipping the gift exchange. traditional since the traditional way of celebrating
When you have a large family, gift giving can add Christmas includes being in your own home.
up, so this idea is wallet friendly as well. A good
idea would be to have each family member pitch in 4. CHANGE UP THE MAIN COURSE
to cover one large cost of tickets to see a game or The traditional Christmas meal is generally ham or
a play or go to a restaurant that everyone can enjoy. turkey, so this year, why not mix it up a bit? Have
a Christmas chicken, or maybe a large brunch. Even
2. GO CULTURAL
a seafood buffet would be different! So many nonHere’s a fabulous idea for non-traditional ways to traditional options to celebrate Christmas in the food
celebrate the holiday! Pick a country that everyone department!
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Nov - 30th Nov 2014
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5. GIVE THE GIFT OF THOUGHT
One of the ways to celebrate Christmas that is both inexpensive AND nontraditional; include giving either the gift of thought or the gift of time. With the gift
of thought, each member of the family must give a gift with thought put into it,
such as a favorite baked dish with the recipe attached, or “redeemable coupons”
for things like taking out the trash, giving a back massage, or washing the dishes
for a week straight. With the gift of time, each person must come up with a
homemade gift. Some ideas include artwork, cards, simple crafts and sewing
projects.
6. VOLUNTEERING
Why not get your whole family to volunteer at a local shelter or hospital on
Christmas Day? This is certainly one of the non-traditional ways to celebrate
Christmas! You may never know how much it means to the people in those
shelters when you volunteer your time to help out, and especially on a day like
Christmas Day.
7. CELEBRATE THE 12 DAYS OF CHRISTMAS
I love this idea! Instead of giving out gifts on Christmas Day, celebrate the 12
days of Christmas. For 12 consecutive days in a row during December, give each
member of your family a small gift. It doesn’t need to be large or expensive. My
mother often did this when my siblings and I were younger, and we loved it!
8. DO SOMETHING AS A FAMILY
Want to know one of the most interesting ways to celebrate Christmas? Do
something together as a family! Organize your church pageant, build a float for
the town parade, or get a bake sale for charity together. You will be amazed by
the effect that working together can have on your family!
9. GIVE SOMEONE ELSE CHRISTMAS
This is a tradition my family and I used to do every year. We would find someone
who couldn’t really afford Christmas, and make it happen for them. We would
by them a tree, a Christmas meal, and a gift for each of them. We loved doing
it, and I know you will too. These are some of my favorite non-traditional Ways
To Celebrate Christmas. I hope these ideas have given you some fabulous
inspiration for ways to enjoy your holiday season! There are so many different
ways to celebrate the holidays that this article could go on and on!
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Cute Crafts To Give Thanks
Get your kids’ creative
juices flowing while
spending quality time
together with these easy,
Thanksgiving theme
crafts projects.

FAMILY WALL OF THANKS
Divide a bulletin board into equal sections for each family
member to tack up notes, images, and drawings of what
they cherish this holiday season.

then add a letter to each leaf using a marker or letter
sticker to spell out the word “Thankful.” Punch holes in
the top corners of each piece and thread twine through
the pieces before hanging.

TURKEY THANK-YOU CARDS
Thanksgiving is a great time to send notes to anyone
your child may be thankful for, including teachers,
parents, friends, and even firefighters.
Make It: Ask your child to use a spiral-drawing toy to
draw spirals with assorted colored pencilson several
pieces of white paper. When they’re finished, trim the
art by cutting off the bottom portion of the designs and
mounting each piece on a folded piece of colored card
stock. Add a cut or punched circle face to each spiral
and finish off the cards by embellishing the faces with
googly eyes and card-stock beaks and wattles.

ABC JOURNAL
Designate a small notebook as your ABC journal. Have
your little ones practice writing the alphabet, and help
them draw a picture of something they are thankful for
that begins with each letter.
JAR OF THANKS
Have everyone in the family fill a glass jar with daily notes
about what they are grateful for. WhenThanksgiving Day
arrives, turn your collection into a colorful garland to
hang over your buffet table.

SEEDS OF GRATITUDE
SUN-PRINT LEAF BANNER
Plant the seed of thankfulness with this hanging acorn
It’s always fun to gather fallen autumn leaves, but what ornament. Just search for acorn clip art online, print,
can you do with them? Preserve the interesting shapes and add some silk leaves or real leaves for decoration
by placing them on sun-print paper (found readily at to the bottom. Have your family write what everyone’s
teacher-supply stores) and use the exposed leaf-shape grateful for, and hang from a branch in your house. Add
prints to make a Thanksgiving banner.
a new acorn every week or every night in the countdown
Make It: Mat eight leaf prints onto colored card stock, toThanksgiving.
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Nov - 30th Nov 2014
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Kayseria launches
“Master’s Collection”
Pakistan’s premier high street and
fabric brand Kayseria has launched
the first series from its new Master’s
Collection a series of capsule
collections drawing inspiration from
the works of renowned masters in
the various arts. The first series is
part of the Winter 14 collection and
is a tribute to the British textile artist
Harry Wearne. Several prints in the
collection are based on his work
from the 19th century, presenting a
unique fusion of Eastern and Western
traditions. The Master’s Collection
aims to pay homage to different
artists by combining their work with
the aesthetics of Kayseria to create
unique high street pieces.
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Premium womenswear fashion brand The House of Aphrodite
launched its inaugural outlet in Lahore. The House of Aphrodite
caters to the retail needs of young and mature women alike
and features an extensive range product line consisting of
tops, blazers, dresses, jeans, dress pants, vests, coats,
jeans, jeggings, lingerie, sleepwear and accessories such
as shoes, handbags and jewellery. The premium fashion
brand also caters to niche womenswear consumers with
select merchandise from some of the leading global designer
labels including Karen Millen, French Connection, Gap, Zara,
Top Shop, River Island, Wallis, Jane Norman, H & M and
Debenhams.
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MARIA.B. Casuals
Wintercollections
The MARIA.B. Casuals Winter
Collection takes its inspiration
from earthy bohemian chic&
modern western cuts and
features
layering,
capes,
shrugs and funky prints in a
cohesive range of traditionally
eastern and western styled
clothing for women of all ages.
The pretcollection features a
mix of silhouettes including
jackets, capes, funky shrugs,
kurtas and cigarette pants
embellished by screen, block,
digital
prints,silk
thread
embroideries,
shiny
gold
thread, diamantes and pearls
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CloseAccess.tv @ Mode In The City au Club Le Cinq!
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Valérie Assouline, the Conservative Party candidate in
Pierrefonds-Dollard for the next federal elections, is a mother of
four, and resident of the riding for over a decade. In the last dozen
years as a Dollard-des-Ormeaux citizen, raising her family in this
culturally-rich environment, she had yet to see the representation
she thinks her riding deserves: not since the Hon. Gerry Weiner
was Minister in the Mulroney government has PierrefondsDollard been on the political map. Valerie Assouline wants to
change that, and build a strong connexion with its constituents.
Her inaugural campaign event, on a Sunday evening last October,
was held in a jam-packed DDO Civic Centre, with over 250
people representing all communities and age groups filling the
room. An enthusiastic crowd applauded Hon. Gerry Weiner and
Hon. Maxime Bernier’s introductions of Valérie Assouline, before
listening attentively to her inspirational speech and cheering her
on, as several media took note.

Official Nomination of Valérie Assouline for Pierrefonds • Dollard
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ISA McGiLL DIWALI 2014
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Happy New Year World Premiere 2014
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L’AFFAIRE PAPILLON 2014
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Fawad Khan & Mawra Hocane At
Root Olympiad Event
Fawad Afzal Khan & Mawra Hocane
was chief guest on Event of Roots
Olympiads to appreciate and support
young talent! Roots Olympiad provide
a platform to students from different
schools and colleges of the country to
showcase their talent and give them
the opportunity to perform on stage.
Its competitive but great fun and a
brilliant way for the young students
to discover their hidden talents. Film
making, Spelling Bee Competition,
Sketch-making, Street graffiti, Battle
of the Bands, Maths Olympiad, Talent
Hunt, Youth Composers and Gaming!
They arrange the event twice in a year
and it was 2nd event of the series.

Photography By:
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Vintage & Classic Car
Club of Pakistan held
a Vintage Car Show in
Lahore
INH Automotive Specialists, Pakistan’s biggest
independent auto shop, supported the 5th Annual
VCCCP Cross Country Rally 2014 through a Vintage Car
Show. The all-day event was publicly hosted by Vintage
& Classic Car Club of Pakistan from 11 AM to 5 PM on
Sunday, 16 November 2014 at Royal Palm Golf & Country
Club in Lahore. At the event, more than seventy vintage
and classic cars from all across Pakistan were showcased,
some coming all the way from Karachi and are now
heading on to Khyber via Islamabad. INH clientele
provided approximately forty cars for this display.
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Nov - 30th Nov 2014
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Arammish Kitchen
Launched At
Arammish
Spa And Salon
Lahore’s premier salon and spa, Arammish held a Tasting Event to officially
launch the Arammish Kitchen at its Gulberg facility and give a glimpse of
the Kitchen’s new diverse menu. The Arammish Kitchen focuses on serving
a variety of home cooked food with fresh, pure and organic ingredients.
The event was well attended and featured esteemed members of the press,
food enthusiasts and individuals from all walks of life. Arammish CEO
Amna Humayun Sheikh elaborated upon the philosophy behind Arammish
Kitchen while guests tasted a selection of delicious Oriental, Lebanese, Deli
and Italian dishes that were served on occasion. Among the numerous
savory dishes served, guests sampled various bite sized delights including
Tuna Sandwiches, Chinese Chicken Rolls, Hummus, Salads, Coleslaw and
the signature Arammish Spaghetti Napolitan. A selection of bakery items
including Chocolate Frosted Vanilla Cupcakes, Carrot Cake, Quiche and
Chocolate Brownies were also specially prepared for the Arammish Kitchen
by Aalia Sheraz. The Arammish Kitchen aims to promote eating fresh and
healthy, using only the purest ingredients. With this in mind, CEO Amna
Humayun Sheikh has ensured that every meticulous detail, from raw
ingredients sourced for food preparation to the custom designed utensils
do not adversely affect the quality of the food in any way.

With over 20 years of
experience under her belt,
including
professional
qualifications as a yoga
therapist and a holistic
therapist, the multitalented
Amna Hamayun Sheikh has
been running the Arammish
Spa and Salon as CEO and
Spa Director for over 8 years.
The Arammish Kitchen is open
Monday through Sunday at 65
Syed Maratib Ali Road, FCC
Gulberg 4, Lahore from 10:30
am to 8:00pm. Customers can
dine in, take away or order via
Road Runner.
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Premium Ice Cream Chain Cold Stone Creamery
Launches In Pakistan
Premium American Ice Cream Chain Cold Stone
Creamery launched its first Flagship inaugural store
located in Gulberg Galleria Mall Lahore , spearheaded
by Adnan Asad of Venus Pakistan (Pvt.) Limited. Cold
Stone Creamery Café will also be launching its second
Café in Karachi within this year.
The popular ice cream chain held a soft launch for the
new outlet which was attended by esteemed members
of the press, leading media personalities and ice cream
enthusiasts. The new outlet was inaugurated with a
ribbon cutting ceremony conducted by Chief Guest
Syed Babar Ali, which was followed by a complimentary
taste trial for all guests in attendance. Guests at the
event included PFDC CEO Saad Ali, designers Maheen
Kardar Ali, Munib Nawaz and Sara Shahid, socialites
and media personalities Yousaf Salahuddin, Amber
Liaqat, Amna Kardar, Maria Memon, Anusheh Asad
and model Waleed Khalid.
The Cold Stone Creamery experience for the Pakistani
consumer will not just be about best-in-class ice
cream products, but it will also be about premium
services that unquestionably deliver value, where
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the consumer will be able to create and participate
in their own personal ice cream experience, as their
chosen ice-cream is prepared in front of them.
Speaking about the launch of Cold Stone Creamery
Café in Lahore, CEO and President of Venus Group
Adnan Asad has said; “We are excited about our
new collaboration and to have the opportunity to
introduce The Ultimate Ice Cream Experience to the
ice cream lovers of Pakistan. Cold Stone Creamery
offers the freshest, highest quality ice cream products
and allows its customers to combine ice cream with a
variety of the finest ingredients and mix-ins, such as
candy, chocolate, cakes, fruits or nuts. When you walk
into a Cold Stone Creamery Café, you will be greeted
by a cheerful staff that is waiting to serve you and give
you the special Cold Stone Creamery experience.”

The Cold Stone Creamery® Ice cream is made
fresh daily and will be available in 21 flavors; is a
revolutionary evolution of the ice cream. Consumers
will be able to create their signature creations at
affordable prices that start from PKR 300/-

Dairy Of The Month
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The Little Art announces the opening of
the 6th Lahore International Children’s
Film Festival
The Little Art, the non-profit organization for non-formal
education in Pakistan held the Opening Ceremony
of the 6th Lahore International Children’s Film Festival
(LICFF) at Faletti’s Hotel. This year, the Festival will
be presented by The Little Art in collaboration with
Cinepax Cinemas from 10th November till 15th
November 2014 at the Cinepax Cinema, Fortress
Square, Lahore. A total of 169 films for children from
45 countries will be showcased at the festival.
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Affordable Ideas For
Home Renovation

Got a glimpse of your dream home and
now you want one? Then roll up your sleeves
and start renovating your home accordingly
in a low budget. One should feel free while
remodeling the house because your home
reflects your style, creativity, mood and
personality. But it becomes a challenging and
exasperating task when you desire to apply
your creativity and imagination on your house
at the same time facing the obstacles like
costly and overpriced furniture, wall paint,
wallpapers, flooring and other accessories.
Equip your home with long-lasting and adequate stuff. Don’t fill your
house with ample amount of junk only place the things which are
good in quality; in other words

“Believe In Quality Rather Than
Quantity”.
Choose affordable and elegant furniture for your house that not
only serves the purpose but also look beautiful while taking less
space to avoid bad trafficking in the house. For your bedrooms
choose beds that are easy to move, takes less space, looks elegant
in an affordable price like metal beds price: £49 per bed, Fauxleather beds of different style like Prado bed: £69, Valencia beds
in different colors : £69, Tuscany sleigh bed : £99, Diamante bed
£115 etc.
Storage beds are not only economical but also saves you from
buying cupboard and drawers for your room and will efficiently
hide your dump by giving your bedroom an attractive look. Luxor
storage bed will cost you £109 while Venetian sleigh bed will cost
you £169. Modern bunk beds are not only reasonable but they also
look spacious. You can get a good bunk bed at around £139. You
can also place Sofa beds of different styles in your living room or
even in the bedroom that could be used as a sofa and in the time
of need as a bed.
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Select other furniture for your living room, dining room and
bedroom that could use for multi-purposes in this way you
can not only avoid bad trafficking but also you can also make
a better use of them in an affordable way. For instance
buy tray tables with drawers, tuck away side tables, rolling
laptop desk, folding computer desk, adjustable side tables,
adjustable bedside table, mobile file cabinet seat with cushion,
center trunk tables, storage cube table sets, folded wooden
round dining table set, indoor outdoor sleek metal dining table
and the like.
Selection of wallpaper and paint is also an important task.
To make it more feasible for you it is preferable that you
should choose Latex paint as it is easy to clean up, durable,
fade resistant with vibrancy that would make your house
vivacious. You can also choose cheap wall papers of different
prints and motifs to give your house a chirpier look. Stick
modern vinyl wall papers, yoke wall paper, Chinese design
wall paper, natural material wall paper etc. to enhance the
beauty of your house in a cheaper way.
Good flooring could completely transform the look of your
house. If you’re a wood lover and want to give your floor
wooden look that would look real then use ply sheeting and
paint it according to your favorite wooden shade. You can
also use elegant nylon carpets or painted area rug covers to
improve the look of your house.
Natural lights and good ventilation is a good idea to save
electricity during the day while breathing the fresh air at the
same time, time to time cleaning of the entire house would
save your stuff from rotting. Try and recycle the old stuff in
order to clear the house in an affordable way.
Author: James Anderson
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Happy New Year
Director: Farah Khan
Cast: Shah Rukh Khan, Deepika Padukone, Abhishek Bachchan,
Boman Irani, Vivaan Shah, Sonu Sood, Jackie Shroff

Farah Khan’s magnum opus Happy New Year is built on
a foundation of the rock hard and sometimes podgy (think
Abhishek and Boman) abs of her star cast. Recurring
dialogue from her previous movies (SRK sprouting Main
Hoon Na and a reference to Dard-E-Disco), gestures
(SRK’s arms-wide-open silhouette just in case you
missed it and were living on the far side of the moon) and
the ever-looming skyline of the Atlantis that appears over
and over and over again, give déjà vu a WHOLE new
meaning.
The movie opens to a grand vision of Dubai’s Palm
Jumeirah’s Guinness Record-book breaking fireworks
on New Year’s Eve 2014 and then quickly zooms in on
the grand hotel, Atlantis the Palm Dubai a place whose
corridors, sewers, bathrooms, lobby and bedrooms
dominate the movie. This may be the longest and most
elaborate advertisement ever made for the property. I
have lived in Dubai for several years and despite visiting
the hotel several times, believe me, there are parts of it
I didn’t know existed if not for Happy New Year. Is this
marketing genius or just an ad? At times I was confused
as hell. Other parts of the movie left me dumbstruck too.
But before I get to those very exciting parts, let’s do a quick
recap of the plot: Shah Rukh Khan has been plotting the
downfall of Jackie Shroff ever since he wrongly put his
father (Anupam Kher) in jail for theft. Whether Anupam is
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still in jail, alive or dead, is not clear at all (only later does
SRK reveal that daddy dearest is, in fact, no more). Jackie
announces on national television that he will be keeping
some priceless diamonds in a safe at the Atlantis (don’t
ask why!) and Shah Rukh gathers a team of losers, each
with his or her own skill, to pull off the biggest diamond
heist in history. The catch – they will all have to enter
the world’s most prestigious dance competition to be
able to stay in the Atlantis during the time the diamonds
are there. The casting is impeccable. Sonu Sood, as
the half-deaf meat head with a body that has the ladies
swooning, is brilliant. Abhishek is much too talented for
some of the lines he has been given. His character has a
penchant for drinking too much and vomits liberally every
now and then (we have all watched Southpark, Farah
is this Kenny?). Vivaan Shah is perfect as the nerdy
teen hacker; Mark Zuckerberg watch out if The Social
Network was made in Bollywood Vivaan would definitely
win the part, replete with the unpopularity with the ladies.
Deepika plays a dancer who teaches the men how to
move so they can take part in the competition and has a
Chennai Express hangover with a suspiciously Tamilian
lilt to her accent. When Mohini (Deepika) realises her
ultimate ambition is to open a dance school (so little girls
can shake their booty) for ‘ijjat’ (respect), she is clad in a
kanjeevaram sari.
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AHA! Was Mohini Meenamma after all? Boman Irani, who
plays a chubby master of breaking into safes, gave us
some of the best laugh-out-loud moments of the movie
with a quirky Parsi accent, sorry fits of epilepsy and a
bevy of ageing Parsi gals vying to wed him post his dance
win. As for Shah Rukh, it finally seems he has nothing
new to offer the audience EXCEPT abs of steel that have
quite clearly been contoured with eye-shadow or bronzer
or whatever it takes for them to look better than Sonu’s.
Now for the most bizarre scenes in the movie. I could
write a novel on this but don’t worry, I won’t. But here are
a few gems.
Scene 1: Let’s start with why exactly Deepika fell in love
with Shah Rukh in Happy New Year? It is only and ONLY
because he spoke to her in English. Seriously that, my
friends, is the entire premise of the grand love story.
Deepika doesn’t speak English and SRK does. Period.
He insults her, puts her down and clearly has no ‘ijjat’
(which she desperately craves for her booty dancing)
for her but if he lapses into a bout of angrezi, that’s all it
takes. HUH??? (Okay… don’t ask why!)
Scene 2: The international dance competition that SRK
and company are participating in, is of course aired
internationally. Whenever Deepika’s fellow dancers (who
she works with in a bar) are watching the competition in
Dubai, no matter the time of day or the day itself, they
are clad in their skimpy dance wear which, shockingly,

doesn’t EVER seem to change. Do they NEVER wear
regular clothes? Or ever watch the show at home? Do
they not perform anymore? Confusing stuff.(Okay…don’t
ask why!)
Scene 3: Neither Abhishek nor Deepika speaks English.
When the judge on the stage speaks in English, the rest
of the crew translates the goings-on to them. There’s a bit
of logic there. However, all sense quickly evaporates at
the finale of the competition. Despite being broadcasted
internationally, Dino Morea co-hosts it in pure Hindi. And
no, there are no subtitles either! So who is translating the
Hindi into English for an international audience? Or are
the hosts magically speaking in Hindi ONLY for Abhi and
Deepy? Hmmph.
Strange moments aside, there were glimpses of Farah’s
brilliant humour and not a dull (illogical and strange,
yes) moment in the movie. In Happy New Year, like her
previous flicks, the best is saved for the last as the entire
cast and crew take part in a ‘Worst Dance Competition’
when the credits roll. It all ends with a svelte Gauri and
a cherubic AbRam playing with his besotted dad SRK.
Is sitting through the entire movie worth it just to get to
the end? In this case, YES! The final word: Happy New
Year is worth a watch this festive season. You will, like
me, laugh throughout the movie whether at, or with them!
Dear readers, you decide.

BY KAVITA SRINIVASAN
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Australia Beat South Africa, Win ODI Series 4-1
SYDNEY: James Faulkner hit the winning boundary with five balls to spare
to give Australia a thrilling two-wicket victory over South Africa on Sunday
and push them to the top of the ICC one-day rankings. The Australians were
cruising towards a rain-reduced victory target of 275
in Sydney but then lost four wickets for three runs to
give the Proteas a late chance of victory. But Faulkner
(six not out) got Australia over the line with a sweep
for four off spinner Robin Peterson, who had bowled
the Proteas into contention with four wickets. Australia
secured a 4-1 series win and nudged ahead of India
to top the one-day rankings, less than three months before the start of the
World Cup in Australia and New Zealand. Wicketkeeper Quinton de Kock
was named man-of-the-match in a losing side for his 107 off 123 balls in
South Africa´s innings after they had won the toss. The Australians seemed in
control of the run chase.

Messi Equals La Liga Scoring Record

Pacquiao Knocks Algieri Down 6
Times In Lopsided Win
MACAU: Manny Pacquiao couldn’t resist
having a little fun after getting the signature
win he desperately needed for the fight boxing
fans desperately want
to see. No reason not
to enjoy himself after
sending Chris Algieri
to the canvas six
times Sunday night
in a performance that
will once again heat up talk of a fight with
Floyd Mayweather Jr. “He’s going to fight
me? Yes! Yes!,” Pacquiao said, jumping up
and down in the ring Sunday after tearing
apart a reluctant Algieri on his way to a
lopsided decision win. “I am ready to fight him
next year.” Pacquiao was playing off a new
commercial where he celebrates after thinking
Mayweather has agreed to the match. But he
might have boosted his stock enough to entice
Mayweather into the ring finally.“I really want
that fight,” Pacquiao said. “The fans deserve
that fight.” Pacquiao got the big knockdowns
he was looking for, battering Algieri around
the ring at will Sunday in a lopsided.

MADRID: Lionel Messi matched a 59-year-old record with his 251st La Liga
goal to equal Telmo Zarra´s mark as the leading goalscorer in the history of the
Spanish top flight.The Argentine curled home a trademark free-kick to reach
the mark in just his 289th La Liga appearance
and give Barcelona the lead against Sevilla.
Legendary Basque striker Zarra scored his
251 goals for Athletic Bilbao during a 15-year
career from 1940 to 1955. Messi´s strike
ended an uncharacteristically long threegame goal drought in league action as Barca
Bruins’ Milan Lucic Calls Dalton
slipped to defeats against Real Madrid and
Prout Punch ‘Gutless’
Celta Vigo and had to come from behind to beat Almeria 2-1 before the recent
international break.However, in between times, he had also equalled Real Many in the hockey world were shocked to
Madrid legend Raul´s all-time record mark of 71 Champions League goals see Milan Lucic dropped after one punch by
with a double against Ajax earlier this month. Barca boss Luis Enrique hailed Blue Jackets defenceman Dalton Prout on
Friday night.
the 27-year-old as “the best player I have seen in my life” after he hit that
That’s
because
landmark in Amsterdam.
the rugged Bruins
forward is rarely on
Federer Clinches Decisive Point For Switzerland
the losing end of a
To Win Davis Cup Final
fight. But prior to
LILLE, France -- Roger Federer has now claimed all the big prizes on offer
the team’s 2-0 loss to the Montreal Canadiens
in tennis and, for once, will be happy to share his latest trophy with others.
on Saturday night, Lucic told Boston.com
Federer ended a week of uncertainty about his aging back
that the punch was “gutless,” revealing he
with a vintage performance to give Switzerland an emphatic
had no intention of tangling with Prout. The
victory over France and its maiden Davis Cup. His 6-4, 6-2,
fight occurred with four seconds remaining
6-2 victory over Richard Gasquet in the first reverse singles
in overtime, a game which Boston eventually
on Sunday sealed an unassailable 3-1 lead. That also
won 4-3 in a shootout.“I wasn’t prepared and
proved to be the final result as the dead rubber between
I let my guard down and that’s what happens
Gael Monfils and Stan Wawrinka wasn’t played. It took 15
when you let your guard down. I’ve been in
years for the former top-ranked Federer to achieve Davis Cup success after
over 100 fights and I never took a shot like
making his debut in the event in 1999. No wonder he looked so emotional
that,” he said. “There have been many times
after converting his first match point, falling to his knees and lying face down
where I could’ve done the exact same thing.
on the court before hugging team captain Severin Luthi and his teammates.
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